SESSIONS
IM|POWER LEADERS SUMMIT: LEADERSHIP - VISION - IMPACT - 14/06/
2021

COMBINED KEYNOTE - Dear CEO… Let’s
discuss climate leadership. How leaders are
driving their ESG strategies in the absence of
global standards
09:00 - 09:30

Leaders’ Keynote Vision 2021 - Navigating a
global economy in (R)Evolution
09:40 - 09:50

How must investment management protect its
millions of savers and find resilience and
opportunity amid global economic uncertainty
and disruption - What kind of financial
businesses and partnerships are now set to
succeed?
10:00 - 10:30

Institutional leaders - How major institutional
investors and advisors are rethinking their
approach to portfolio construction, asset
allocation and ESG post-COVID
10:40 - 11:10

Democratisation of Finance Interview Series Building a new digital infrastructure strategy fit
for a new business era of speed, agility and
transparency for the customer and regulator
11:20 - 11:30

How has the pandemic accelerated partnership
strategies for the largest global financial
institutions?
11:40 - 12:10

Leaders on how the most successful and
distinctive corporate ESG strategies will be
defined by the regulators, market and investors
in 2021
12:20 - 12:50

informaconnect.com/impower-leaders/
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SCHEDULE
IM|POWER LEADERS SUMMIT: LEADERSHIP - VISION - IMPACT - 14/06/
2021

IM|Power Leaders
April / May / June - Virtual events | CET
20-22 October 2021, The Grimaldi Forum,
Monaco

TIME
09:00

09:00 - COMBINED KEYNOTE - Dear CEO… Let’s discuss climate leadership. How leaders are driving their ESG strategies in the absence of global standards
09:40 - Leaders’ Keynote Vision 2021 - Navigating a global economy in (R)Evolution

10:00

10:00 - How must investment management protect its millions of savers and find resilience and opportunity amid global economic
uncertainty and disruption - What kind of financial businesses and partnerships are now set to succeed?
10:40 - Institutional leaders - How major institutional investors and advisors are rethinking their approach to portfolio construction,
asset allocation and ESG post-COVID

11:00

11:20 - Democratisation of Finance Interview Series - Building a new digital infrastructure strategy fit for a new business era of
speed, agility and transparency for the customer and regulator
11:40 - How has the pandemic accelerated partnership strategies for the largest global financial institutions?

12:00

12:20 - Leaders on how the most successful and distinctive corporate ESG strategies will be defined by the regulators, market and
investors in 2021

informaconnect.com/impower-leaders/

